Food idioms

Don’t worry Sandra, I know you didn’t mean to break it. There’s no use crying over spilt _ _ _ _ _ _.

Wow, the children are really full of _ _ _ _ _ _ this morning, they’ve been running around since they got up.

Julia, please can you explain, in a _ _ _ _ _ _, what cloud computing is?

I really didn’t enjoy the free jazz group, it’s not my cup of _ _ _ _ _ _ at all.

Don’t worry about the test on Friday, I took it last week and it was a piece of _ _ _ _ _ _.

I’d take what Steve says with a pinch of _ _ _ _ _ _, he sometimes tells you what he thinks you want to hear.

He can be such a naughty child but when you try to tell him off, he looks at you like _ _ _ _ _ _ wouldn’t melt in his mouth.

Income tax reform is a political hot _ _ _ _ _ _, none of the parties want to face this difficult issue.

With so much financial uncertainty at this time, it’s important not to put all your _ _ _ _ _ _ in one basket.

| cake  | eggs  | beans | milk | tea  | salt | butter | nutshell | potato |

Can you think of some situations where you might use these idioms?